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OVERLEAF P.l .  
At the Skarn Zone, drilling was previously completed from 3 

single setup in 1990. This encountered several potentially 
sigificant intersections including 8.0 metres averaging 3.4 grams 
go\d/tonne. 7 .O metres avcraging 3.7 grams goldtonne, 9.9 metfes 
averasing 2.1 grams goldtonne 4.0 melres averaging 7.4 grams 
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goJd/tonne and 4.0 metres averaging 4.9 grams gold/tonne. 
Drilling this season was designed to determine the corltrols a;iti 

possible strike extension to the south of the known minera1izatic)n 
of the _Skam. Ihe most significant mineralization encounkreci 
in the 1997 drill program was htersccted in holes BN97-08, -09. and 
-10, located 250 and 300 metres respectively south of the 1990 
drilling. BN97-08 rc..;ults included 2.0 metres averaging 1.95 g r a b  
goldltnnne while drili hole BN97-09 returned 7.64 grams goldtonne 
over 3.5 metres. In addition, a 0.3 metre interval returned 1.32 
grams gold/tonne. Hole BN97-10 retumcd 5.96 grams gold/tonne 
over 1.5 metres. The Skarn Zone mineralization intersected in these 
three holes is open to the south. 

Drill holes BN97-03 to 07 were drilled between holes 8, 9. 10 
and the 1990 drill holes. Continuity of the skarn mineral was 
established between the two zones by this drill program. However. 
the holes returned only geochemically anomalous gold at the target. 

At the Plateau Anomaly. the first two holes of the program 
tested the high chargeability low resistivity geophysical target 
known as the Plateau Anomaly. Drilling identified the cause of the 
geophysical anomaly as black graphitic fault breccia with quartz- 
carbonate fragments and local pyrite concentrations. Samples from 
the interval between 33.20 metres and 88.50 metres contained 
numerous geochemically anomalous gold values. Compilation of all 
results is now underway and a proposal for further work on the 
property is expected soon. (SEE GCNL N0.165, 27Aug97, P.7 FOR 
PREVTOUS BENNEIT PROJECTINFORMATION) 
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1990 DDH-90-- 
Drilling Results 
01 2.1 I9.9m 

1.3 I6.0m 
02 2.0 I6.0m 
03 5.6 I2.0m 

7.4 I4.0m 
04 1.5 I6.0m 

3.7 I7.0m 
05 1.3 I5.0m 

4.9 I4.0m 
06 2.6 I2.5m 

1.5 I8.0m 
07 2.1 I2.0m 

3.4 I8.0m 

Drilling Results 
08 1.95 12.0m 
09 7.641 3.5m 
10 5.96 I1.5rn 

1997 BN97-- 
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PROJECT 

LEGEND 

\ Drill Hole 

Gold lntersectloii 
7.6413.5m Au (g/t) / length ( 1 1 '  


